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in medias res
a sparrow flies
under the bridge

  Michele Root-Bernstein

sea fog
white sails split open
the morning

  Debbie Strange
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the toddler
takes his first steps
the zest of an orange

 Joan Chaput

summer solstice—
would you rather know what’s real
or what’s possible

 Betty Arnold

a universe 
from scratch
winged ant

 Julie Warther

storm clouds 
and lightning
the scent of change

 Michael Sheffield
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between shadows
the spiny anteater walking
on moonlight

 Lorraine Haig

imagined farm
all my mares
named for the moon

 Kristen Lindquist

ghost crab . . .
the sideways skittle
of dreams

 Angela Terry

garden party
she orders water, no ice
for the impatiens

 Julie Warther
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end of day
a crisp breeze whistles
through the broom sedge
 
 Elizabeth Howard

sway
of hanging seed pods
autumn loneliness

 Deborah P Kolodji

age spots
   a fistful of sand
sifting back to sand

 Chuck Brickley

patio sitting
old thoughts
grow older

 pjm
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yellow leaf
leaf yellow
yellow leaf

 David Eyre

low tide
a smiling child
hands me an agate
 
 John Budan

first day of school
sunflower heads droop
heavy with seed

 Mike Stinson

all soul’s day the color of salt wind

 Beverly Acuff Momoi
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the baby’s hand the crackling leaf

 Michael Dylan Welch

red-shouldered hawk
after the time change
still the mousing hour

 Renée Owen

Zen garden
raking stones in the shape
of my thoughts

 Garry Gay

rising winter moon
something in a cage
learns how to howl

 J. Zimmerman
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fallen cypress
through its core
a strangler fig

 Bill Cooper

by phone
too far away to hear the snow

in the goodbye

 Gary Hotham

grey skies . . . 
a startle of blue from under
this duck’s wing 
 
 Beverley George

another death painting dusk in a plate of plums

 Michele Root-Bernstein
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smoke plume
a death poem visible
from space

 Cherie Hunter Day

black water
a little less stone
inside the mountain
 
 Kristen Lang

haloed moon
from a stand of cedar
the scent of thaw

 Nagori

cloudless sky
sweeping souls of the dead
from the garage

 Victor Ortiz
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darkness of the moon
the oboist’s 
circular breathing

 J. Zimmerman

midwinter night
the shape of his fingers
in a work glove

 Victor Ortiz

2 a.m.
her cancer spreading
through my thoughts 
 
 Susan Antolin

pigeon feathers the iridescence of her moods

  J Hahn Doleman
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morning cool—
chickadees namesaking
in the cedar

 Tanya McDonald

sunshine enough
to wake the wood sorrel
Carolina wren

 Nagori

     That day you
picked wildflowers
  a faded memory

 Taylor Swanson

flowering quince . . .
the last day Mother
remembered my name

 Angela Terry
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chemo chair
     outside the window
     another new leaf
  
 Gregory Longenecker

blanket of lupine
on the mountain slope
faded arguments

 Deborah P Kolodji 
 

winter white camellia my emergency contact

  Cherie Hunter Day

netting smelt
flashes of sunlight
in the surf

 Joseph Robello
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alpine meadow pennyroyals blooming with butterflies
 
  Bruce H. Feingold

a planted seed
begins to germinate—
their good news

     Mimi Ahern

Earth Day
leftover pizza
for breakfast
 
   Fay Aoyagi

a lily
among the daisies—
coming out

  Rob Grotke
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bases loaded
the pacing
dragonfly

 Jeff Hoagland

with the snap of an elbow
the pitcher delivers
an expletive

 Mark Teaford

hometown
the taste
of the hose water

 Chad Lee Robinson

praying mantis . . .
the little girl’s hands
come together

 William Scott Galasso
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Nocturne – J Hahn Doleman

“Time to say goodbye,” she says, her fingers resting on the wooden 
lid. “I just don’t play it any more.” Her decision to let the church 
take it is a practical one since she and my father are downsizing 
in preparation for their move to a smaller house. Yet here we are, 
lingering on the bench, shoulder to shoulder, tapping our feet on 
the brass pedals, leafing through sheet music, and humming the 
hymns, hits, and ballads that once rang out from this dusty oak 
upright. 

 benediction . . .
 a jingle of keys
 from the choir loft

Now You See Them – Chuck Brickley

Every town has a shady lane, a secluded cove, a Blueberry Hill. 
A place where young lovers can be alone for a while, exploring 
the mysteries each holds for the other. Ours . . .

    gravestone moon
 a tricked-out Chevy
 no one in it
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Retreating Wave

Kristen Lang
Lorraine Haig
 
searching the sea bed—
a shadow the shape
of a manta ray 
 
      fish frenzy — gannets
     diving into the shoal
 
sea rocks
where the surf bullets upward
a sharp inhale
 
      retreating wave
      the dinghy sucked
      out to sea
 
gull’s feather — the swallow
swoops west with the wind 

      dropping tide
      a small crab peers
      from its hole

All Night Rain

John Thompson
Renée Owen
 
turn for turn
the county road follows
the rising river 
 
      snake tracks
      I too seek the spring
 
mustard yellow—
where we come from
it’s a time of year
 
      the spread wings
      of a wet cormorant
      Easter morn
 
floating in jelly pods
embryos of newt 

      all night rain
      before bud break
      we make a new life
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willow shade
dirt sticks
to the flopping fish

 Brad Bennett

deep summer
a red-dressed woman walks
up the escalator

 Lenard D. Moore

Father’s Day
most of the arrows
wide of the target

 Chad Lee Robinson

a starfish dangles
from the gull’s beak
my fear of heights

 Judith Morrison Schallberger
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dog days
the decision to sit
just a while longer

 Mike Stinson

longest day licking the cake knife before bed
 
 Stephanie Baker

midsummer moon
she did nothing
by half

 Gregory Longenecker

waxing moon
fiddler crabs mob
the mud flats

 Brad Bennett
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where once there was water
     a stone river
     leads to the sea

 Steve Tabb

hot summer night
a character is dead
at 2 am
 
 Wakako Miya Rollinger

Dinosaurs walked here
bird prints
in fresh cement

 Garry Gay

escorted out
the moth
on my fly swatter

 James Won
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the blues . . .
his saxophone
gathers dust
 
 Sarah Paris

they say it may help
to stare at the horizon
autumn loneliness

 Susan Antolin

lily-of-the-valley
a lone pallbearer
for the doll-sized coffin

 Maxine Grodjinsky

chill wind
the concert line moves inside
the columbarium

 Alison Woolpert
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morning train
a man whistles a tune
I don’t know

 Johnnie Johnson Hafernik

mosque entryway
every color
of shoe 

 David Grayson

deep tree shade
the coolness of willow bark
on my lips

 Dyana Basist

migrant—
pushing up against the back fence
a prickly pear

 pjm
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bulldozer
the old farmhouse leaves
a muddy footprint

 Christine Horner

retirement town
all the men
in camouflage vests

 Robert Epstein

heat lightning
we fight over what
she can still do

 Beverly Acuff Momoi

charred fields
counting the years 
we have left

 Renée Owen
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an orange Starburst
slowly dissolves
in my mouth
the moon the night after
you’ve gone

 Tanya McDonald early morning sun
a window washer
on top of the ladder
my hope for today
climbing higher

 Carolyne Rohrig 

rehearsing lines
lost in scenarios
a one-man show
playing to
an empty house

 James Chessing

dusting my keyboard
with the smoke-grey feathers
of molting geese
unable to fly for weeks
my workspace is pristine

 Cherie Hunter Day
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how deep and long ago
your bare footprint
in wet cement
did you imagine touching
the past or future

 Kath Abela Wilson a small plane
disappears
in the gathering clouds
another Friday morning
closer to the end

 James Chessing

it’s no surprise
I grow succulents
studded with thorns
that thrive on neglect—
his occasional phone calls
 
 Cherie Hunter Day

whiffling geese
sift snowflakes between
their wings . . .
I’ve never felt your loss
more keenly than today

 Debbie Strange
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2018 San Francisco International 
Rengay Competition

Selected by Deborah P Kolodji

1st PLACE
Light Through a Crack 

Angela Terry, Lake Forest Park, WA
Julie Warther, Dover, OH

 scones with jam
 and clotted cream—
 rereading Peter Rabbit                         Angela

  the scarecrow’s blue jacket
  flaps in the breeze          Julie

 still searching
 for the key
 to the secret garden          Angela

 swinging skyward . . . 
     a sprinkling 
 of fairy dust                    Julie

  a Sunday Ramble
  through the 100 Acre Wood              Angela

 home again
 light through a crack
 in the wardrobe                 Julie
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2nd PLACE

Whiteout
Michael Dylan Welch, Sammamish, WA
David Terelinck, Queensland, Australia

 first snow—
 empty seats
 in the passing bus         Michael

  last year’s Santa
  sentenced to life        David

 mountain pass—
 the pickup in front of us
 loses its chains          Michael

 an avalanche
 of January mail—
 divorce papers         David

  the ice scraper breaks
  on the new windshield       Michael

 whiteout
 on the birth certificate
 the father’s name left blank       David  
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3rd PLACE

A Summer’s Tale
Sarah Welch (age 13), Sammamish, WA 
Michael Dylan Welch, Sammamish, WA

 wind and waves—
 the warm yellow sand
 shifts beneath my toes          Sarah 
 
  high cirrus
  clouding the tidepool         Michael

 scuttling crab—
 seashells rattle
 with the sea           Sarah

 reddening sun—
 her castle
 not yet taken           Michael

  crisp, salty air
  flowing through my hair         Sarah
          
 all that’s left
 of our footprints
 wind and waves                          Michael         
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HONORABLE MENTION (not ranked)

Unplayed Harmonica  
 Michael Dylan Welch, Sammamish, WA 

Carmen Sterba, University Place, WA

 
 tree fort—
 the trumpet’s spit valve
 stuck shut           Michael 
  
  a toy piano
  out in the rain          Carmen
            
 a few empty seats—
 the timpani roll fades
 into dusk          Michael 
           
 foreclosure—
 unplayed harmonica
 on the mantelpiece                        Carmen 
                 
  a stringless banjo    
  from papa’s attic         Michael  
       
 string of primroses         
 in an upturned French horn—
 Easter morning                        Carmen 
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HONORABLE MENTION (not ranked)

Water Song
Alan S. Bridges, Littleton, MA

Jacquie Pearce, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada

 
 a bit of wind
 on my walk
 familiar drops            Alan
 
  her bubbling laughter
  at the water park           Jacquie

 a plaque marks
 his hole-in-one . . . 
 spray from a sprinkler           Alan

 summer heat
 a dog bites
 the liquid arc            Jacquie

  at the Vienna Opera House
  Lorelei’s coloratura          Alan

 coins in the fountain
 after all these years
 the same wish            Jacquie
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HONORABLE MENTION (not ranked)

Six of One
Andrew Ruitta, Traverse City, MI

Michael Dylan Welch, Sammamish, WA

 
 at one
 with the morning fog
 my cigarette smoke           Andrew

  champagne uncorked
  at a table for two           Michael

 a single wishbone
 for a family of three—
 New Year’s Day            Andrew

 each foot and hand
 touching a different state—
 Four Corners            Michael

  even without coffee
  I manage to take five             Andrew 
              
 six feet under—
 the wave curls
 over my surfboard           Michael 
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Submission Guidelines

Mariposa is the membership journal of the Haiku Poets of North-
ern California. The print publication features haiku and senryu, as well 
as tanka, haibun, short linked verse, and brief articles related to these 
poetic forms. Submissions for the twice-yearly issues are due in-hand 
March 1 and September 1. For information on becoming a member 
please see the HPNC website at: <www.hpnc.org>.

All work must be the author’s original work, not previously published 
or currently under consideration at another journal or contest. Please 
no simultaneous submissions. Work that has already appeared on web-
based journals, personal websites and blogs, as well as social web me-
dia sites is considered published.  

Send submission of haibun, rengay, or other linked verse, plus 5 to 15 
haiku/senryu/tanka, in the body of a single e-mail (no attachments) 
to the editor at <mariposaeditor@gmail.com>, or by regular mail to:  
Carolyn Hall, 122 Calistoga Road #135, Santa Rosa CA 95409. Submis-
sion by e-mail is preferred. Postal submissions should include an SASE 
for notification. Selections are based on merit. Acceptances/rejections 
will be sent out shortly after the deadline.
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